Wednesday, 6th April 11
We leave in the morning by train to the airport and unfortunately some of us miss the plane
to London. For this reason, we do not participate to welcome dinner.
Thursday, 7th April
I was impressed by the huge number of staff at PPT, professionals originated from many
different countries. Accordingly, the working atmosphere these days was very lively.
As part of the well-prepared presentation by Brian on Learning Blocks I realized the
importance of one's learning history and the knowledge of my own learning type through
practical exercises and illustrated by the theoretical underpinnings. The idea behind all this
is that we get better learning results when we learn in relationship. For this reason learning
relationships should be empathic relationships. In this context I had a chance to test and
asses my own ability to empathize. In short breaks, good food and a relaxed working
atmosphere, a learning environment was created, which was pleasant, exciting and
effective in the same time.

Friday, 8th April
Singing as a mehot to create a common experience and a community I learned at PPT for
the first time, where we made the first experiences in this direction. Even more impressive
experience was the our singing in the "Bush Hall". In broad daylight, I made people an
intense musical learning journey with a wonderful group of people. I initially had stomach
ache of having to sing, but these fears disappeared quickly. Under the insightful guidance of
our Scottish musical genius I soon had the feeling of being an undiscovered talent of as a
musician. It was an amazing atmosphere.
In fact, I realized how great it can be to acquire new learning and defy own doubts if
environment and instruction are arranged creatively and empathically.

Saturday, 9th April
Our meeting on Saturday, in a smaller round was a nice ending, where we kept and
reflected and evaluated the results together. For me the meeting in London was something
very special, because everything seemed very authentic.
The London weather was the coronation, sun and 27 degrees Celsius.

